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microservices for commerce

Storefront Orchestration
Skava Commerce is a microservices based modular platform designed to evolve
with your business. Supporting every stage of digital commerce transformation,
Skava helps businesses move away from cumbersome, monolithic platforms
and into a world of empowerment, flexibility and innovation.

Skava provides an orchestration layer for the different services to
coordinate with each other to provide useful capabilities. This orchestration
layer ensures that the frequent and repeatable processes are streamlined
and optimized to provide accurate and prompt end-to-end processing.
These services can be executed in parallel or asynchronously. The orchestration
layer supports both operational and administrative functions.
Just like the different microservices, Skava orchestration also provides
API endpoints for various orchestration activities such as orchestration APIs
for orders, catalogs, carts, customers, accounts, lists, ping and cache.
The orchestration layer is based on Apache Camel and can be
customized to modify the behavior of the platform for individual and
for composite REST microservices. With Skava, there are several
forms of orchestration that can be modified.

API response time
of less than 250 ms

77 API Endpoints

Features
With each microservice equipped with an Apache Camel route,
you can make changes to the existing behavior of the microservice
or update the Camel route to point to your specific service.
Composite services are core services that have been implemented
using multiple microservices. These have been built as Camel
orchestrations. The behavior of these composite services can also
be modified by changing the composite orchestrations, adding or
removing steps, or invoking additional internal or external services.
Every low-level microservice is exposed via Camel route,
which can also be replaced with a wrapped external service by
creating a new Camel route to get the functionality you need.
Additionally, there are Camel orchestration services which support
administrative features. These orchestration services can be extended
and modified in parallel to the storefront orchestration, allowing
additional or changed functionality for administrative features.

Get started right away with Skava
Skava offers a risk-free opportunity to test drive our class-leading microservices without making changes to your
infrastructure. Dig into Skava’s tools in a full production environment, try integrating your existing solution, and
see how microservices can up your game. Best of all, you can push your experiments to production at any time.
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